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I have the privilege of being the lead pastor of North Point Community Church 

(NPCC) in Alpharetta, GA. Beginning as a facilities intern, I worked my way through 

many organizational levels and learned all too well the challenge of authority 

deprivation. 

With slight regret, because of the torturous amount of calculus and physics, I have 

an industrial engineering degree from Georgia Tech. More applicably, I have a 

master’s degree and a doctorate with an emphasis in online church from Dallas 

Theological Seminary. I live in Forsyth County, Georgia, with my wife, Jenny, and 

our five lively children, Lucy, Jake, Sally, Cooper, and Whit.. 
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No matter how much authority you have, you’ll never 

have enough

Too often we allow the authority we don’t have to keep us 

from doing what we should be doing

There is a disappointment in a promotion

Maybe I can do everything I want and need to do without 

the authority I think I need

If you fail to listen, you’ll eventually be surrounded by 

people who have nothing to say

The job of the manager is to make as few decisions as 

possible

Sometimes the best lessons we learn are through the 

mistakes we make

Constantly ask your boss: What would you do differently 

if you were me? Anything I’m doing that you would 

change? What do you think of this plan? Here are 3 

solutions, which would you pick?

People can’t change the way they look, but you change 

the way you see

Be kind, for everyone is fighting a battle

Ask: How did you experience this today?

The best thing we’re going to do in this life is to invest in 

and raise our kids 
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